savedroid creates a unique AI-fueled ecosystem of crypto saving and investing for
the masses. Our mission is to help young people to save money and cryptocurrencies
comfortably and safely with Germany’s first intelligent savings app and to fulfill their
small and big wishes almost unnoticed. We follow a passionate style and are passionate
about making our product a hit.
Sounds cool? Then join the savedroid team in Frankurt as

DevSecOps AWS (m/w/d)

YOUR TASKS

YOUR SKILLSET

Planning and optimizing of our infrastructure in
relation to security, performance and costs

5+ years experience in the sector of DevOps and
IT-Security

Improving CI/CD-Pipeline for apps and backend

Very good knowledge of the AWS-ecosystem is a must

Automate application and infrastructure
provisioning, configuration and deployment
within a highly secure environment

You are very interested in the security element of
DevOps Engineering

Supervision and monitoring the infrastructure
on tech- and business-KPIs

Initiative & passion to take ownership

Providing advice on best practices

Strong communication skills

Responsibility, conscientiousness and endurance
Love one of these: JavaScript, Java or PHP

YOUR BENEFITS
A salary package consisting of an attractive fixed
salary, an employee stock option program and
savedroid tokens
Responsible for diversified tasks in an exciting
industry
Team-oriented, open-minded working environment
with dynamic colleagues, super team-offsites, sport
& socializing events & much more
High learning curve
Burn-out-Protection-Dogs: Lila & Jewa
Just check out our videos about working
at savedroid and our product on YouTube

AND THIS IS US
We employ and empower the best talents and
value their expertise
We work passionately and fearlessly beyond
our comfort zones to improve continuously
We actively listen to, constructively manage,
and protect our communities
We respect and help each other and create
a fun and caring environment
We solve problems hands-on, but openly
discuss topics affecting everyone

APPLY NOW
Tobias Zander, Founder & CTO tobias@savedroid.de

Niddastr. 54 | 60329 Frankfurt | Germany
Im Euler 2 | 55129 Mainz | Germany

savedroid.com

